
GENE High Range IQ Test 
Global Extensive Noetic Examination 

 

GENE Verbal I 

GENE Verbal I is a high range IQ test which consists of 32 verbal associations 
of varying difficulty. The test is looking for the most complete and the 
simplest solutions. Every correct answer yields one point. There are no half 
points. 

 

Verbal Associations 

Find the common association. Each item requires one answer and must be 
solved with one word. In some items a certain level of knowledge is required 
in the domain of the clues. The use of any kind of reference (internet, 
dictionary) is allowed, but sharing answers with others is forbidden. 
Explanations are not necessary, but will be welcome. A minimum of 10 hours 
is suggested for solving the test. The items are not arranged by level of 
difficulty. You can send only one solution for each item. 

 

01) pattern, infinity, art, figure 

02) links, reaction, food, saw 

03) moment, degree, position, unit 

04) arithmetic, amount, cogito, result 

05) inside, piece, computer, briefing 

06) escape, secret, metro, canal 

07) storage, fog, white, water 

08) surface, line, race, complete 

09) thrust, steam, vortex, aircraft 

10) shade, whale, matter, wolf 



11) discipline, spiritual, restraint, devotion 

12) application, order, promise, meaning 

13) statement, PhD, proposition, conjecture 

14) heart, curriculum, planet, processor 

15) treacherous, deceitful, disloyal, unfaithful 

16) facts, optical, geological, appearances 

17) music, team, complex, collection 

18) traffic, divine, cigarette, drink 

19) being, matter, reality, medicine 

20) agreement, chance, fortuity, accord 

21) trouble, difficulty, misfortune, distress 

22) examination, mark, quality, king 

23) originality, creativity, achievement, gift 

24) notion, imagination, matter, care 

25) protection, police, confidence, lock 

26) skill, information, assessment, secret 

27) people, equality, vote, freedom 

28) knowledge, insight, tooth, book 

29) judgment, subject, decision, phrase 

30) academic, medical, deposit, birth 

31) interval, point, geology, history 

32) house, protein, pattern, language 



GENE Verbal I 

Final Norm 

Raw IQ sd15 Raw IQ sd15 Raw IQ sd15 Raw IQ sd15 

01 100 09 125 17 151 25 168 

02 102 10 128 18 152 26 170 

03 105 11 131 19 154 27 175 

04 108 12 136 20 156 28 180 

05 111 13 139 21 158 29 184 

06 114 14 144 22 160 30 190 

07 119 15 148 23 162 31 196 

08 122 16 150 24 164 32 204 
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